Carvoeiro superior Apartment with pool

Property-ID: A4-124
Category: Apartments up to 4 people
Property type: Holiday apartment
Location: Carvoeiro
Bedrooms: 1
Info: aircon, parking, Internet, pool, kids welcome, Suitable for seniors, close to the beach

Description
These attractive apartments are located near by the swimming pool and are surrounded by beautiful gardens. These cluster
houses with maximum one floor provide a very relaxing holiday. The terrace or balcony offers a garden or pool view.

The interior
These units have been totally renovated and refurbished. New kitchen and bathroom fittings are all designed to please the
demanding guests. There are various colors and furnishings are tastefully chosen and well coordinated. The entrance hall offers
access to the living and dining room, bathroom, bedroom and kitchen. The large living and dining room is furnished with a
modern comfortable sofa bed, satellite-TV, DVD and CD player, and has direct access to the terrace or balcony. The
apartments provide a very comfortable stay, with a separate and spacious bedroom. The bedroom is fully furnished with twin
beds. The kitchen is well equipped with all kitchen utensils necessary for cooking a meal for 4 persons. There is a toaster and
kettle, stove/oven, microwave, fridge and washing machine.
Some of the apartments offer 2 bathrooms and are perfectly suited to accommodate 4 persons.

The outside
The apartment on the first-floor has a balcony and the ground floor apartment has a terrace. Both balcony and terrace are
equipped with garden chairs & table.

Special features
These superior apartments are equipped with DVD and satellite television. There is a large variety of channels in various
languages including English, German, Portuguese, Spanish, etc. available. Heating and cooling system, and a safe.

Equipment
Sofa bed, SAT-TV, DVD, CD-Player, air conditioning, microwave, Internet
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Surroundings

The well-kept apartment, situated 2.3 kilometers from the center of Carvoeiro in the well known resort
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